The destabilization of an infinite plane surface of liquid metal by a normal electric field in vacuum has been the subject of different theoretical articles: above a critical field peaks grow on the liquid surface. A wavelength can be attributed to the resulting pattern. The electric field at onset and the corresponding wavelength only depend on the density and the surface tension of the liquid. Above this critical field a whole range of wavelengths are excited, each growing with a different growth time: the fastest is the dominant wavelength. W e shall present the dynamics of the liquid viscosity and of the liquid bath depth: it can be shown that the dominant wavelength is smaller with higher fields but differs if the liquid film is thick or thin, inviscid or viscous. The development of the pattern involves nonlinear interactions. While a stable deformed interface has been observed on the analogous case of a magnetic fluid under magnetic field, experimentally we only found stable non-plane interface for a confined geometry where the volume conservation makes forming the destabilization more difficult: indeed the critical field for the obtainment of peaks is then greater than the value of the horizontally infinite surface. Otherwise, some peaks emit at their apex, killing the field: thus the peaks fall, do not emit any more and the electric field is installed again; this gives an oscillatory phenomenon. For a sufficiently large liquid bath different wavelengths can be seen, depending on the electric field and the way this field was reached. For confined geometries one or two peaks grow on the surface and the critical field can be significantly higher.
ABSTRACT
The destabilization of an infinite plane surface of liquid metal by a normal electric field in vacuum has been the subject of different theoretical articles: above a critical field peaks grow on the liquid surface. A wavelength can be attributed to the resulting pattern. The electric field at onset and the corresponding wavelength only depend on the density and the surface tension of the liquid. Above this critical field a whole range of wavelengths are excited, each growing with a different growth time: the fastest is the dominant wavelength. W e shall present the dynamics of the liquid viscosity and of the liquid bath depth: it can be shown that the dominant wavelength is smaller with higher fields but differs if the liquid film is thick or thin, inviscid or viscous. The development of the pattern involves nonlinear interactions. While a stable deformed interface has been observed on the analogous case of a magnetic fluid under magnetic field, experimentally we only found stable non-plane interface for a confined geometry where the volume conservation makes forming the destabilization more difficult: indeed the critical field for the obtainment of peaks is then greater than the value of the horizontally infinite surface. Otherwise, some peaks emit at their apex, killing the field: thus the peaks fall, do not emit any more and the electric field is installed again; this gives an oscillatory phenomenon. For a sufficiently large liquid bath different wavelengths can be seen, depending on the electric field and the way this field was reached. For confined geometries one or two peaks grow on the surface and the critical field can be significantly higher.
INTRODUCTION
will first be supposed to be unbounded for both x and y. E shall consider (Figure 1 ) a conducting and incomIn the following we shall denote by p the density of W pressible layer of liquid metal laying on a metallic the liquid, S its surface tension, 9 its dynamic viscosity, electrode. The undisturbed free surface of the liquid is at v = q / p its kinematic viscosity, by €0 the permittivity of z =: 0 and the electrode at z = --a. Another electrode is vacuum, g the gravitational field, by [ It is known that destabilization of an unbounded liquid surface occurs only above a critical field for which a pattern appears, associated with a critical wavelength where IC, (respectively l c ) is the capillary wavenumber (respectively length). Above this field a whole range of wavelengths are excited, this range being limited by the curve of marginal stability. A linear analysis leads to a linear curve of marginal stability (Figure 2 for b >> IC), which is independent of viscosity q and fluid depth a.
We shall present the dynamics of the problem and an experimental study of the pattern where the restriction of a bounded geometry can affect the critical field value.
GENERAL CASE

THE EQUATIONS
The system is submitted to the following equations (for an incompressible fluid, and if q and S are constant) for
and for z > ((z, y) in vacuum vxe'=o v.e'=o (4) with the following boundary conditions where llXll = X2 -X I = value above the interface -value under the interface, and 1/R is the mean curvature of the interface (positive if towards the fluid)).
For free surface condition a t z = (
For stress balance at the interface at z = (
For velocity equal to zero at the electrode a t z = --a -.
v ' = O (9)
For electric field normal to the electrode at z = b
We limit ourselves to a linear analysis; using a Fourier expansion enables us to study the different modes separately. We therefore look a t solutions with the following form
It gives after some algebra the dispersion relation between the perturbation growth rate s and the wavenumber k (the modulus of the wave vector k) for a field EO
with q2 = k2 + s / w . In the case of a vanishing viscosity, Equation (3) can be simplified; we retrieve the classical result of an inviscid layer pss = [-Sk3 + EOE; coth(kb)k2 -pgk] tanh(ka) (13)
THE DISPERSION EQUATIONS FOR THE DIFFERENT B EH AV10 RS
The hypothesis used to derive the different equations should be verified around the dominant mode s = smoz, obtained for ds/dk zz 0, provided the potential has been applied sufficiently quickly. If the field is applied too slowly the transition will occur before the maximal potential will be reached. For a very slowly applied field the transition occurs near the critical field and once the instabilities have begun to grow, an increase of the potential will not change the wavelength of the initial stage.
The time needed to apply the potential should be smaller than the growth time (l/s) if we want that d s / d k : = 0 corresponds to the most important, (dominant) mode. 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE PATTERN
The liquid used is mercury. As usual for liquid metals, the viscosity can be neglected, and we shall work with sufficiently thick layers, unless otherwise stated.
The experimental device is shown in Figure 3 and the electrical circuit in Figure 4 . The electric field is obtained thanks to two electrodes. The value of this field is 70 kV/cm. Is well above the disruptive field of air (30 kV/cm) so that vacuum has to be used. The dc supply (Spellman dc supply) allows voltages to 110 kV. We therefore took a value of b from 0.5 to 1 cm.
The geometry of the bath is axisymmetric: the initial surface is a disk of radius R. An electrochemical treatment of the lateral boundaries has been performed, leading to an anchorage of the liquid at T = R. The bath is filled so that the initial surface is flat (a consequence of the electrochemical treatment is that there is no fixed contact angle), see Figure 5 (a), and remains flat until the critical field (no deflection of zeroth order). 
LATERALLY UNBOUNDED GEOMETRY
We shall first study the case of a large bath: it means that the pattern in the central part of the bath has enough place to forget the lateral boundary conditions, so the dimensions of the bath are large compared to the wavelength. The system can be considered as unbounded in the horizontal directions.
Experimentally it is difficult to observe the initial linear stage of the phenomenon. As the peaks grow further, nonlinear interactions become important and the selection of the resulting pattern, such as squares and hexagons [lo, 111 is made by these interactions.
Once the peaks grow they emit at their apex when the radius of the tip is sufficiently small. A current I occurs so that the capacitance formed by the two electrodes is shortcircuited: the voltage a t R2, V,, = R2 . I, is sufficiently high so that Vc, = 0. Due to the current and to the potential it was not possible to obtain a stable emitter in vacuum.
We performed experiments with V positive and negative so that emission of electrons or ions occurs. The value of the field that we found, E , = 70 kV/cm, was lower than the predicted E, = 75 kV/cm, with the properties of mercury that can be found in literature ( p = 13.5 g/cm3, S = 0.45 N/m) an optical measurement of the surface tension gave a significantly lower value in air (S = 0.37 N/m, corresponding to the value given by Taylor and McDewan [3] . Because the bath was filled in air without special preparation it can explain the value of S in vacuum and therefore the value of the critical field.
The non-stabilization and the emission of the peaks kill the field by a short circuit. Once the field is zero, the instability tends to disappear and the current therefore stops. If the power supply is still connected the field builds up again and the instability can grow another time.
. " + * , . , . This gives an oscillatory behavior that can be observed from the voltage measured by an oscilloscope (Figure 6 ). After some time one can see an oscillatory pattern with a given wavelength ( Figure 5(c)) . Increasing the voltage then shortens the wavelength once the oscillatory behavior has taken place.
[t is also seen that the phenomenon has hysteresis: the oscillatory pattern, once obtained, continues to exist with an applied voltage lower than thc critical voltage ( Figure 5(d) ). A similar effect on gallium was reported by others [12] . These authors further showed that the EHD instability in planar geometry is stabilized by a transverse magnetic field that is typically found in ion diodes.
CONFINED GEOMETRY
For a confined geometry, i.e. the radius of the bath is of the order or less than the wavelength which corresponds for mercury to a diameter < 1 cm, one does not see a real pattern but a small number of peaks. The confinement makes the destabilization more difficult when the liquid is properly anchored at the lateral walls because the wavelength must fit the bath. The critical field is then higher (Table 1 ) and a stable non-emitting deformed interface can be observed. A stable emitting surface Wiis not obtained in vacuum (due to the current as explained above). m,R) ). In this case nz is the number of peaks and m = 1 is the first mode to be destabilized for small radii.
We have plotted in Figure 7 y == 1/2ln{[E,(R)/E,(R = 00)]~-1) vs. ;e = ln(R), with experimental and calculated data. In ( R( cm) ) Figure 7 .
Critical field E, versus radius R of the bath in logarithmic plot. For higher values of the field, the curvature becomes large enough and is not stable any more. The apex becomes significantly thiner and then begins to emit.
A pattern can be observed on a large bath which appears for the well-known critical field of unbounded geometry. A small number of peaks appear for a small bath at a new and higher critical field E,(R), we then found a stable deflected surface. An intermediate case occurs for diameters that only allow a small number of peaks but for which the critical field is approximately equal to the one of the infinitely large case (diameter=l cm). In this case no stabilization of the emitter has been observed in vacuum for our values of b. In very small bath ( R = 1 mm) we found a deflection of the surface which was not directly followed by emission. For thin layers of mercury and gallium an experimental stabilization of the liquid emitter has been obtained by replacing vacuum by paraffin oil: the current is then sufficiently small so that the electric field still exists.
CONCLUSION
HE destabilization of a liquid interface by a normal T electric field fits well with the usual linear theory.
However, the effects of the lateral geometry can affect the critical value. For very small sizes of the bath the field necessary to obtain a deflection of the liquid surface is significantly higher. The pattern was obtained thanks to the boundary conditions: anchorage of the fluid on the lateral bath boundaries and volume conservation; it prevents a destabilization of zeroth order before onset. Stabilization of the pattern was not observed in vacuum due to the current emission that killed the field, and instead an oscillatory behavior takes place: this prevents a full pattern of sharp peaks to be obtained. We observed
